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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERWith a New Afterword by the Author"By turns hilarious and
heartbreaking, Hannah Hart’s new book is a roaring, beautiful, and profoundly human account of
an extraordinary life."—John Green "Hannah shares her truth with an honesty that is inspiring—
one that makes me believe her when she says that it’s going to get better or that laughter is just
around the corner or that you aren’t alone."—Jenny Lawson, #1 New York Timesbestselling
author of Let's Pretend This Never Happenedand Furiously Happy The wildly popular YouTube
personality, star of Food Network's I Hart Food, and author of the New York Times bestseller My
Drunk Kitchen is back! This time, she’s stirring up memories and tales from her past.By combing
through the journals that Hannah has kept for much of her life, this collection of narrative essays
deliver a fuller picture of her life, her experiences, and the things she’s figured out about family,
faith, love, sexuality, self-worth, friendship and fame.Revealing what makes Hannah tick, this
sometimes cringe-worthy, poignant collection of stories is sure to deliver plenty of Hannah’s wit
and wisdom, and hopefully encourage you to try your hand at her patented brand of reckless
optimism.Personal note:Hello, my darlings! I am incredibly pleased to present BUFFERING:
Unshared Tales of a Life Fully Loaded!As a big fan of memoirs, I wanted to try my hand at writing
about the events of my life that deserve a little more consideration than can be accomplished in
140-characters or a 6-minute vlog. Now on the cusp of turning 30, I'm ready to expose some
parts of my life that I haven't shared before. Before, it was all about privacy, process and time.
And now the time has come! I’m ready to put myself out there, for you. I'm a little nervous about
all these vulnerable words going into the world, these tales about my love life, the wrestling I’ve
done with faith, how I feel about sex and my family and myself. I’ve had a lot of trials, a lot of
errors, but also a lot of passion. Here’s the thing--I've always found comfort in the stories shared
by others, so I hope my stories, now that I feel ready to tell them, will bring you some comfort
too.And when you read this book please remember: Buffering is just the time it takes to
process.Enjoy!Love,Hannah   

From the Back CoverBuffering = A Work in ProcessHello!As a professional digital demigod, I
spend a lot of time walking the line between public and private. However, there is only so much
that can be communicated through 140 characters or a six-minute vlog. In this book, I’m sharing
stories from my life that have taken longer to process, in the hope that maybe it will help you do
some internal processing of your own.These are tales of family, faith, mental health, LESBIAN
SEX, and my ongoing journey to love myself (and not just my selfies). Though sometimes dark,
these stories might make you laugh and cry, and hopefully they’ll motivate you to take the time
and space you need to fully load.Because in spite of our world of constant output and
expression, it’s important to let yourself buffer at your own rate.xoxo,Hannah Hart--This text



refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review“By turns hilarious and
heartbreaking, Hannah Hart’s new book is a roaring, beautiful, and profoundly human account of
an extraordinary life.” -- John Green “Hannah shares her truth with an honesty that is inspiring -
one that makes me believe her when she says that it’s going to get better or that laughter is just
around the corner or that you aren’t alone.” -- Jenny Lawson, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Let's Pretend This Never Happened and Furiously Happy --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorHannah Hart is an author, digital
influencer, philanthropist, actress, and producer. She is the New York Times bestselling
author of My Drunk Kitchen, and the creator and star of the popular and award-winning YouTube
series My Drunk Kitchen.Named one of Forbes’ 30 Under 30, Hannah has led a discussion
about millennial engagement with President Obama at the White House, and she is founder of
the Have a Hart Day initiative, which encourages young leaders to volunteer in their
communities. She has coproduced and starred in three films: the independent comedy Camp
Takota with fellow YouTubers Grace Helbig and Mamrie Hart, the reboot of 70’s cult classic
Electra Woman andDyna Girl, and the comedy film Dirty30. Hannah lives in Los Angeles and is
starting to like it there.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read
more
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EPIGRAPH“There are no bad guys in this story.”—MOMCONTENTSEpigraphForeword by
Jenny LawsonTrigger WarningHEIRLOOMORIGINAL KINMY DRUNK KITCHENHELLO,
HARTO?THAT SUMMER FEELINGFEAR AND ECSTASYCASUAL TRAVEL
ASSHOLEKEEPSAKESHADOWBOXERBODY LANGUAGEHOCUS FOCUSNO
JUDGINGFILM THIS MOMENT(UN)PACKING A PUNCHNESTFABLESEPILOGUERead This
TooAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorAlso by Hannah HartCreditsCopyrightAbout the
PublisherFOREWORDWhen Hannah asked me to write the foreword to this book I was flattered
and assumed she’d made a horrible mistake. Spell-check seemed equally baffled; changing
“foreword” to “forward” over and over, as if even the application agreed it was an error. Obviously
she meant to ask Jennifer Lawrence, I told myself. Or possibly J-Lo. We get each other’s mail all
the time. But turns out that Hannah DID mean to ask me to write her foreword and I was like
“HELL YES, I WILL” because I love her. And you probably do, too, if you are reading this. Who
reads the foreword? Stalkers, mostly. But that’s beside the point. The point is that Hannah is
amazing and also that I don’t know what goes into a foreword. It sounds like a mix of “foreplay”
and “words,” and I think that equals “sexting,” I guess? Seems a bit weird, but I am a true friend,
so here goes: 8, #amIright? (8 = sideways boobies. I think? This is my first time sexting. Sorry. It’s
embarrassing for all of us.)Turns out I’m not good at phone sex or forewords. Hang on. Let me
research what a foreword is so I have a better idea of what goes here.Okay. I’m back. According
to the Internet, a foreword deals with “the purpose, limitations, and scope of the book and may
include acknowledgments of indebtedness.” Got it. Ignore the boobies I gave you a minute ago.
I’m taking back my boobies. Let’s start over.Ahem.When Hannah asked me to write this
foreword, I said yes, but hesitantly, because I’ve been in a depression that’s been holding on to
my life for the last few months. I’ve started writing it several times and always erased it because
my broken head hates everything about me right now. But Hannah sees past that. She sees the
truth and she sees things I need to be reminded of. Like the fact that depression lies. Or that I am
worthy. Or that I’ll still be her friend even if I never finish writing this.Hannah has been through
some things in her life, which she talks about in this book, that could have turned her bitter, but
instead they gave her a capacity for kindness and strength, and a perspective that lets me see
myself and the world with new eyes. It’s a gift she shares with others, and one that brings
hysterical laughter or tears or both. She shares her truth with an honesty that is inspiring—one
that makes me believe her when she says that it’s going to get better or that laughter is just
around the corner or that you aren’t alone.And I’m not. Because I have Hannah and I have her
stories of pain and joy and discovery. And hope. And after you read this book, you will, too.And
that is a wonderful thing.—Jenny LawsonTRIGGER WARNINGHello!My name is Hannah Hart.
Some of you may know me from my superglamorous life1 as an Internet demigod who is so
unavoidably famous and successful that it borders on the obscene. We’re living in an era of such
constant output via social media that all you need is a phone and a Wi-Fi connection to start



creating a public persona. Got an opinion? Blog about it. Somebody said something rude? Blast
’em across all platforms. Took a cool picture of a snail? POST THAT SHIT.Others of you may not
know me at all. Maybe you’ve never even heard of me. But somehow you ended up holding this
book. (Isn’t the cover neat? What pulled you in? Was it the gold foil? As I said,
SUPERGLAMOROUS life.) And that means you are about to get to know me really well. Almost
too well.And while I am a proud social media titan operating in the age of the overshare, it’s only
natural that I might need some privacy too. Which is why I’ve never shared anything quite like
this before. But it’s not because I didn’t want to. It’s because I simply wasn’t ready. Some things
just take time to process, and one must have healthy boundaries of time and space in place in
order to do so. Simply put:BOUNDARIES + PROCESSING = BUFFERINGBuffering is that time
you spend waiting for the pixels of your life to crystallize into a clearer picture; it’s a time of
reflection, a time of pause, a time for regaining your composure or readjusting your course. We
all have a limited amount of mental and emotional bandwidth, and some of life’s episodes take a
long time to fully load.You’re probably wondering, “Hannah, what are these deep, dark, until now
unshareable episodes you speak of?” Well, you’ll have to read on to find out, but they’re mostly
things like:SchizophreniaSexualityQuestions of faithQuestions of famePsychedelic visions in the
desertSelf-harmSexSpiders. . . and more!I called this introduction “Trigger Warning” because I
wanted to give you guys a heads up that there won’t be any other trigger warnings in this book. I
did this intentionally because I don’t think that there are many trigger warnings in real life. What’s
important is to learn how to identify what triggers you, and to set up your systems to cope after
the incident has occurred. So get a cup of tea, read near a friend, or do whatever it is you do to
comfort yourself should the need arise.Now, without further ado, let’s go behind the scenes
(screens?) of this life that I call mine. I think I’m ready to start. And thank you for reading.
Selfishly, I wanted to write this to feel less alone. Selflessly, I hope it helps you feel less alone
too.Love,P.S. Follow your @harto.The names and identifying characteristics of several
individuals featured in this book have been changed to protect their privacy. 1 Glamorous life =
drinking Merlot and making fancy frittatas in front of a camera in my kitchen.HEIRLOOMMy
mom, Annette, as a young woman.I guess we should start from the beginning.I was born on
November 2, 1986. I grew up in Burlingame, California, a city nestled into the Bay Area just
south of San Francisco that smelled like roses and chocolate, divided between the affluent hills
and the low-income part of town where we lived. It’s called the “flat-part.” Our house was by the
railroad tracks and a sound wall that led to the freeway. We faced a car repair shop and could
hear the almost constant noise of things being taken apart and put back together.On Christmas
Eve 1987, when I was a year old, the cops knocked on the door and took my mother, Annette, to
the hospital for fourteen days because she’d had a “nervous breakdown.” Some told me it was
because she had called the cops saying my dad was attacking her with a knife. Others told me it
was because she had attempted suicide. From that day forward the world seemed to paint my
mother as an unreliable source. A liar even. Because no one could tell if what she was saying
was true or not.The truth was that she was never a liar. My mother is one of the most honest



people I’ve ever known. My mother is so honest, in fact, that she’ll tell you about the things that
no one else can see or hear. She calls this her “vivid imagination,” and it’s what enables her to be
such a talented artist. Once, as a kid, I asked her to draw me a bath. She put pen to paper, and
without ever lifting the tip from the page she drew and shaded a claw-foot bathtub. I thought she
was magnificent.Between 1987 and 2003, there were fourteen incident reports filed by Child
Protective Services (CPS) that led to to my younger sister and me being removed from the
house.1 In 2003, just after I turned seventeen, I was emancipated and my six-year-old half sister,
Maggie, was placed into the foster system. The next year, I got into UC Berkeley, took out
student loans, and was awarded some need-based scholarships so that I could attend. My life
had been a case study in charity and gratitude.However, despite all of these court cases and
incidents with the authorities, nobody could tell us what was going on. Naomi and I had a theory
that our mother was suffering from a disease called schizophrenia, which a quick Google search
defines as “a long-term mental disorder of a type involving a breakdown in the relation between
thought, emotion, and behavior, leading to faulty perception, inappropriate actions and feelings,
withdrawal from reality and personal relationships into fantasy and delusion, and a sense of
mental fragmentation.” Without treatment, schizophrenia spreads like a parasite through the
mind devouring reality completely and leaving behind the wake of a world perforated by invisible
nightmares.But we didn’t know all that yet. We just knew that Mom was “unstable” and “irrational”
and just getting “weirder and weirder.”In the spring of 2007, I came home from a semester
abroad in Japan to discover that my stepfather, David, had left my mother and that she was
being evicted. They’d been married for eleven years. Maggie was their child, and after she’d
been removed from the house four years earlier, David had tried to help Annette2 get the
medical care she needed, but she wasn’t interested. She had other things on her mind. (“There
is nothing wrong with me. What we should be worried about are the urban pimps that live in the
phone lines!”) There was nothing that David or any of us could do to get her into treatment. In the
state of California it’s nearly impossible to get a loved one psychiatric treatment without their
consent. And since her illness separated her reality from ours, she couldn’t understand what the
fuss was all about.Annette’s disability meant she hadn’t worked in more than ten years. David
left her with enough money in savings to pay her rent for four months. I was twenty years old and
working to keep myself in school. My older sister, Naomi, was twenty-four and working to live
while paying off her own student loans. Neither of us could afford to keep Annette in the two-
bedroom, one-bathroom house. Again, our mother’s concerns were elsewhere. A minor housing
issue was nothing compared to disabling the transmitter that the Catholic Church had implanted
in a van that parked on her street, or getting back the $1.3 trillion that the government had stolen
from her, money that was her birthright as designated by her English heritage.This meant that it
was up to Naomi and me to move her out of the house. We found a residential hotel where she
could stay for $640 a month. The room she had there was . . . well, it was literally a room, with a
shared bathroom down the hall. It was essentially a halfway house, or rather a halfway hotel. It
was decided that I would find an additional job3 and that Naomi and I would split the rent.4



However, you could not fit forty-eight years of memories into a single room. There was simply
nowhere for everything to go. There was barely anywhere for my mom to go.I should take a
moment to tell you something: I really love my mom. When I was growing up, she was quirky and
silly and fun and passionate. She loved history and mystery and art and magic and, oddly
enough, miniature food-shaped erasers. Her illness has made her almost unrecognizable, but
every now and then, she’ll tell me that she’s proud of me, and for a second I think I can see the
old her behind her glassy, reddened eyes.During her last days in that house we put everything
into trash bags. Naomi and her boyfriend, Michael, pulled out photo albums and other objects
that they wanted to save. My mother had a passion for rock collecting, garage sailing,
archaeology, and antiquing. To her credit, she had accumulated some cool stuff. There was
just . . . a lot of it.I was twenty years old and twenty years bitter and desperate to pretend that
none of that mattered to me, so I didn’t save anything. Plus, I only had a single room back at
school and the budding adult in me was not eager to carry around the vestiges of my childhood.
My memories of cleaning out the house are a blur, and it’s only now that I’ve begun to regret not
taking anything for myself.But I did write some things down.IMPORTANT THINGS* the green
desk* the rocking chair* the swan box* the globe12:38: Loses it over the dolly . . . probably my
mistake.5“At least I’m not a piece of human garbage!”“Alone in this house without my children,
without my husband . . .”My fingers fall on a moldy robe, and she sees me move quickly to throw
it away. I’m allergic to mold. She’s not happy.“How can you ask me to throw this away? It’s good!
It’s clean! We have pictures of you wearing these! We were happy.” She’s sobbing.“Look at this
photo—Maggie is wearing the love bug robe. David is wearing his old navy medals . . . There is a
lot of hope, Hannah.”It gives me no comfort to think that my irrational belief in things working out
for the best in all likelihood may stem from my mother’s tenuous grip on reality.Regarding the
appearance of the house alone, the level of filth, one would think that five people were living
here, but the feeling of stillness, the dust, the stagnance of inactivity were inescapable markers
of the truth.I feel guilty, like I’m blowing up a museum. It’s no wonder Mom can’t throw any of
these things away. Of course she can’t. It feels like disposing of a body or packing up after a
funeral. Aside from the damp breaths of mold or the soft smell of rot associated with the clothes,
there are a thousand memories attached to each item: the weight and feel of Maggie as a baby,
her Lion King underpants, her bonnet, her tiny socks, my tiny socks, Naomi’s first job at Chickn-
Chickn, can’t believe Mom kept the apron, Weasley is my King T-shirt, I thought I lost this, the
stains, the tears in fabric, the overuse of everything . . . overused but lasting. At a time when we
had so little these clothes gave us so much. Until now. Until this moment when I throw it all into
this big black bag. The reward for their tenure.It’s a silent job and there’s nothing that can be
said. I don’t know where Naomi and Mike are. Mom’s footsteps pacing/stomping above me. Her
babbling is sometimes enraged, sometimes nonsensical, she’s talking to no one. I picture her
standing in the middle of the room, her brain reaching a wall in logic before turning around and
starting to circle again.I’m holding a black sweater with candy stuck to it. I start to pull it off to see
if the candy is good to eat. I’m repulsed by my own instincts. You have other food, Hannah. Just



throw the clothes in the bag.Mom is coming downstairs as I pick up Naomi’s 1920s flapper
dress. This was our first store-bought Halloween costume. She looked beautiful. She fit in
seamlessly at school. We were all her. We were all proud.“Oh, leave it out so Naomi can say
goodbye.” She’s going upstairs. I think she’s talking to Naomi.I find another garbage bag on the
ground with about five items in it. She must have tried to start the process on her own and
stopped. I have to stop myself from picturing her down here alone, trying to throw away her
lifetime, only unable to do so. Some might say that’s a good instinct. Maybe she’s been saving all
this stuff for so long because she was waiting for her life to start back up again. Is that hope?
Naomi and Michael are coming down to whisper.“We got the photo albums and important books.
We put them in the car. You should stop, okay? I don’t even want to touch this stuff. I don’t want
you to touch this stuff.”—Naomi“If we’re going to screw somebody, we want it to be the landlord
of this house. Not your mom.”—Michael 6“My vote is we chloroform her. Wakes up? House is
empty. Bam.”—Naomi is trying to make things funny.“Hope is not a strategy, Hannah.”—
MichaelThey are going upstairs. I hate that they aren’t helping me clean. I don’t know why they
want to keep anything.I find a pink princess hat. We went to Disneyland once when I was five. I
got a blue princess hat. I remember breaking off the elastic because I wanted to play with it.Mom
is coming downstairs reeking of BO. She hasn’t been bathing despite the shampoo and soap we
brought her. She’s hugging me. “You’re not throwing away anything that has sentimental value,
right?” She’s walking away. “You know I love your stepdad.”“I know, Mom.”“Are you writing out
your feelings?”“Of course.”She’s nodding. “That’s what I do when I can’t talk to someone I
love.”She goes upstairs.I’m stopping. I can’t keep going.Because somehow, despite
everything . . .I manage to find a used condom wrapper on the ground.Condoms make great
water balloons.I didn’t grow up with a lot of toys, so as a kid I would play with anything I could get
my hands on. Condoms were something I found hilarious and entertaining until the day I learned
what they were really for. Then I was mildly grossed out and lost interest in them. I doubt it had
anything to do with the lesbian status of my id, but who knows. Condoms weren’t the only
unorthodox toys Naomi and I played with as children. Since there was never adult supervision,
anything we could find in the house was fair game.One night, when I was five years old, I made a
“potion” out of aspirin. I think the top of the bottle must have been broken, but when my mom told
the story she always said that I could read by age five and simply read the instructions on how to
open it. She believed that each of her children was a prodigy in some regard. We were all
special, and brilliant. She never let us forget it. Our family was royalty, and our bloodlines could
be traced back to English kings. But we also had Jewish roots. And maybe even some
extraterrestrial in us, too. Did we know that we were each born lucky and each had our own
superpower?At the time it was just the three of us—my mother, Naomi, and me. She and my
father had separated, and Mom was working temp jobs transcribing video recordings of
newscasts. Every cent she made was put toward keeping us in this house in an increasingly
expensive suburb of the Bay Area. She insisted that good schools would keep us safe. Our
house was on the same block as our elementary school. As an adult I can see what incredible



value this held for a single mother. Naomi and I could walk ourselves to and from school, and
Mom could work whatever shift at whatever job she could find.That night Naomi and Mom were
watching TV in the living room. The show was scary, so I wandered off to find a way to entertain
myself. Our house had five rooms, but we used only two and a half of them. The others were off
limits. The blue bedroom had a door that was always shut. It was filled with furniture and
antiques from my mother’s various finds. I once broke a teacup from the blue bedroom. It was
green and vaguely Irish looking. It may have been a family heirloom from my great-
grandmother’s7 side. Mom was incredibly angry when she found out, apoplectic. She rarely got
angry, but when she did, it was devastating. I remember running off and trying to fix the cup with
Elmer’s glue, crying because my fingers were sticking together but the pieces of the cup
wouldn’t. I felt small and useless. Mom found me and held me and wiped my tears, telling me
that she was sorry, so sorry for her anger and that the cup was just a material thing. And material
things didn’t matter. People before objects, Hannah. Always.Our kitchen was also in a constant
state of domestic threat. I’ll spare you the description. Let’s just say flies and maggots and
hidden rats and leave it at that.Our dining room was where all the books and miscellaneous
technology went. Keyboards without computers. Printers without paper. Piles of newspapers and
magazines. The dining room was where our pets would go to defecate. There were French doors
that separated it from the living room.The second bedroom was where Naomi and I slept at
night. There was a mattress on the floor and clothing, well, everywhere. As an adult who’s
worked with charities, I now understand why there were so many garbage bags filled with
clothes around our house. And why we could never seem to find anything that fit. It’s because
most shelters will hand you an assorted bag of clothing vaguely marked “girls” or “boys” with an
age range. It wasn’t until recently that I put all of this together.The living room was where my
mother would sit up at night until she joined us in the bedroom to sleep. She would spend hours
chain-smoking cigarettes and listening to Art Bell or Pastor Murray on the radio or talking on the
phone to people she knew. That last sentence was a lie I told myself. The truth was that she was
talking to herself.Anyway, back to the aspirin.I wandered down the hall toward the bathroom.
One of my favorite ways to entertain myself was to go into the bathroom and bite the lipstick out
of the tube. I liked the waxy way it felt against my teeth and tongue. I spat it into the toilet and put
the empty tubes under the sink. And that’s where I found the aspirin. I don’t know where I got the
idea, probably from a medieval history show I had seen on PBS, but I decided that I was going to
crush up these tiny white pills, thirty or so, and make myself a potion. They were easy to crush
with the bottoms of other bottles, and if I could find a cup, I’d mix it all up with water and drink it.
And that’s exactly what I did.As soon as I swallowed, I knew I’d done something wrong. It was as
though a raindrop fell from the sky and through the ceiling, landing like a cold spark against the
top of my head. I had just done something bad. I had done something very bad, but I didn’t know
what and I was starting to feel scared about it.I calmly walked with the (now empty) aspirin bottle
into the living room, where Mom and Naomi were still watching TV.“What’s this?”My mother
glanced toward me. “It’s medicine. Don’t eat it, it can kill you.”If before my panic had been a



raindrop, I was now drenched in a thunderstorm. I don’t remember what I said, but I do
remember starting to wail. I was only five, but I certainly did not want to die.My mother sprang
from the couch toward me—whether she’d heard the empty bottle drop, or had simply figured
things out, I’m not sure. She carried me toward the phone and called Poison Control. I remember
the look on her face as she stared back at me. It sticks with you, that first memory of seeing worry
—blind panic—on your parent’s face. She was only a few years older than I am today, living my
adultolescent8 life and feeling so lost at times. But at least I’m not on the phone with poison
control while holding my child who has just potentially killed herself.The conversation was not
going well. Mom was becoming angry with whomever was on the other end of the line. Phone
calls often ended this way for her.She told us that we had to drive to the hospital and we had to
leave now. As we ran to the car Naomi threw herself down on the sidewalk out front and
screamed, “Please God, don’t let my sister die!” into the night. I was not thankful for her prayer in
that moment. I was embarrassed.At the hospital everything was cold and bright. Mom and the
doctor were not happy to see each other. My mother had trouble getting along with a lot of adults
we encountered. He was not kind, though, I could tell. I remember finding him very scary as he
handed me a kidney-shaped tray and a cup full of what looked like tar. That wasn’t far off; it was
charcoal. He told me to drink it and I said I didn’t want to. He said don’t sip it, that will make it
worse. Well, I wasn’t going to drink it without tasting it, was I? I took a sip, and the taste made me
want to cry again. Mom asked if there was an alternative to my having to drink the charcoal. He
said that he could put a breathing tube through my nose and a hose down my throat to my
stomach.9 She glared at him. She hated doctors. She told me to drink it, and I did.As the
charcoal moved past my gag reflex and I puked everything out, my last recollection was seeing
my dinner come back up and being worried that it would mean I’d have to wait until tomorrow
before I ate again.In all the years we lived as a family (a family that grew and grew and then
shrank and shrank) our home was never clean. I remember reading the word “squalor” for the
first time and having to look up the definition. Upon reading it my brain made a “ruh-roh” motion
and pulled on my collar. Authorities came and went with threats of “clean this place up, or we’ll
take the children away.” The cops were the enemy.There were numerous incidents like the
aspirin story during my childhood. I remember a time when I stabbed my leg with a boning knife
while Naomi and I were watching a tape of Tiny Toon Adventures. Naomi ran to the bathroom to
get a cold washcloth to press down on my leg and then had to go to a neighbor’s house to call
my mom at work10 since our phone bill hadn’t been paid and the phone had been shut off. I saw
the little worms of fat splitting the skin beneath. This was my first examination of the human body.
If I had to put my thoughts into words, they would be Whovian: “We are a lot bigger on the
inside.”Another time, in middle school, when Maggie was still a baby, we were told that we had to
clean the house or the cops would take her away. My friend Rachel’s family came over to help
out. I remember using a mix of bleach and ammonia to clean the bathroom with Rachel. The
windows were all shut, and Rachel and I were definitely getting accidentally high. Her mom,
Jane, saved us from further exposure, telling us through her laughter what idiots we were. And it



was true. But we were happy idiots.Our house was never tidy. If we’re going by the standards of
Child and Family Services, it was technically “uninhabitable.” But it was full of happy memories
and sacred objects. Even when my mother spent 2008 living out of a shopping cart, she kept the
things that were most sacred to her, like Naomi’s kindergarten graduation certificate with her
award for “Most Improved Handwriting.” My mom may not be sane, but she sure is sentimental.I
wish I hadn’t been so hasty when I was twenty, shoving our memories into garbage bags in my
mom’s house. I regret not taking something for myself—an heirloom—whereas Naomi had the
maturity and the foresight to salvage the things that were precious to her. But I suppose we can’t
hold on to everything. Sometimes we have to start over and make new heirlooms for our children
to eventually put into their own boxes or bags as they see fit.But from the time I was a teenager
I’ve kept a journal. I began journaling because of my mother. Initially I thought I could make some
sense of her logic by transcribing and translating her thoughts. I figured that if I didn’t understand
what she was saying, it was simply because I wasn’t paying close enough attention. If I could
crack her code and learn to speak her language, we would find a way to communicate. I spent
years recording my mother’s prose, word for word, and then looking for a purpose where there
was none. But then eventually I found one. Because the habit of transcribing her thoughts led me
to begin recording my own.When I set out to write this book, I realized that although I didn’t save
anything from our old house, my heirlooms have always been with me, in the form of the
memories recorded in my journals. So this chapter and those that follow, and the journals that
inspired them, are my inheritance. And now I’d like to pass them down to you.Because at the
end of the day, we are all kind of one big family.Hrm. Speaking of family, next up, my dad. 1 Now
called “Child and Family Services” to make it sound less scary. 2 We call the illness “Annette”
and the happy memories “Mom.” 3 My third. At the time I was also working at Berkeley’s School
of Journalism as assistant to the director of new media, and also as “maintenance manager” in
the co-op where I lived, taking care of clogged sinks and toilets. 4 It was a solution that would
not last long. By the time I graduated, Mom was homeless. 5 Annette had lost it (meaning she’d
had a psychotic episode) over seeing me walk into the house with a dolly to start moving
things. 6 Michael was referring to the fact that this job was simply too much for our motley crew
to handle, and that we needed to focus on what was best for keeping Mom housed, rather than
cleaning out her belongings. 7 My great-grandma Long was the only person who showed my
mom any kindness as a kid. She died not long before this incident took place. 8 Adultolescent =
amateur adult = the second adolescence we call “young adulthood.” 9 Honestly, this guy was
being such a dick. Little did he know that his statement and the image that went along with it
would haunt my dreams throughout my elementary school years.10 The rules when my mom
was at work:1. Never call 911.2. Call her at work only if someone is bleeding.ORIGINAL
KIN3/30/09My father taught me how to drive. He taught me well at that. I’ve only been in one
accident and that was caused by crying over Rachel. Sometimes I think my father has it all right.
Life, God, the Universe, Everything. Sometimes I just don’t know. I want to be close to him. I miss
him. I want to call him and go to movies. But there is always this awkward block, a wall. Like he



can’t ever really be a part of my world because I live in “The World.” The world of sin,
disappointment. A world far from him and his pursuit of perfection. He is a good man. He cares
for many. If he ever found out about my wretched past inclinations it would devastate him.I think
I’m slowly becoming straight. I’m slowly leaving behind my world of women and should try harder
to meet a good clean guy who is caring and sensitive and dorky. No one who smokes, no one
who listens to loud music. Just someone who will love me as I try to love him. One day, maybe
that can happen. Maybe when I’m more fully formed. And Dad will never have to know that I filled
the car I learned to drive with women and kisses. Drove it to their homes so I could continue to
explore this deviance. My dysfunction.People have often told me that I’m “well spoken,” to which I
usually reply, “Why, thank you! Probably comes from my dad, Noah. He’s a preacher.” Then they
say we must have a great relationship, and I say, “No, not really, it’s actually pretty distant on
account of the fact that I’m gay.” Then they offer their condolences and we move along.But this
isn’t a conversation, this is a book, so I’m just going to tell you the whole truth. And “The Truth” is
something my dad is an expert in.My father is a Jehovah’s Witness. Witnesses refer to their
religion as “The Truth” and the unfortunate realm outside of it as “The World.” To me, that life
seemed too isolating. And also socially irresponsible, since Witnesses don’t participate in “the
government of man,” meaning that they don’t vote. Which I think everyone should do! We owe it
to our future generations to make the world better than we found it. The Witnesses were officially
founded in 1931, but the religion was based on a Bible study group that started back in the
1870s. They’ve failed to predict the apocalypse three times (in 1914, 1925, and 1975). But hey,
who’s counting?1My father and mother both became Witnesses in the early 1980s. They met in
1979 at age twenty-one at work. He was her supervisor, and to be honest I don’t remember what
the job was. But they met and quickly fell in love, marrying two years later. When I was a kid I
asked my father about his first memory of meeting my mother. I was hoping to hear something
about her interests or hobbies, something I could attach a sense of lineage to. His reply was,
“When I went to pick her up for our first date, she made me wait outside for a long time. Then
when I walked in, there were towels everywhere covering up stacks of dirty dishes. Very strange.
There was a lot of tin hat stuff happening back then, too.”By “tin hat stuff” he was referring to “the
wearing of a tin hat to keep alien radio waves out of your head,” a phrase sometimes used to
describe the behavior of people with paranoia. I think. Schizophrenia first manifests in the early
twenties. So my mother was probably starting to hear voices for the first time when she and my
father met. Due to the stigma surrounding schizophrenia and a general lack of awareness back
then, there was no way that my father could have known that. And also no way he could have
known that someone with borderline psychosis needed to stay as far away from psychedelic
drugs as possible.Too bad that’s exactly what he was into at the time.It’s hard for me to imagine
what my dad must have been like before he joined the Witnesses. But here are some of the
things I do know: he went to a special school for gifted kids, graduated from high school at the
age of sixteen, and was accepted into the budding Computer Science program at UC Santa
Cruz. This was in the 1970s, before most people realized how important computers would



become. He was asked to join MENSA, and because of his early work on computer
programming, he was at the forefront of all the technology we build our lives on today.Other
things I know: his father was an alcoholic, and my dad was the second in a line of five siblings.
He studied tai kwon do and was “the fun brother” who smoked a lot of weed and did harder
drugs. He also briefly dabbled in Buddhism. With black-brown hair, blue eyes, a big smile, and a
broad build, he was always well liked by those around him. A charming, intelligent, funny Jewish
boy—until he was no longer Jewish. He said a rabbi once told him, “You don’t need to believe in
God to be Jewish,” and that was the end of it for him. Incredibly ironic, considering the many
contradictions of his chosen faith. But hey. To each their own.When he met my mom he was still
in his “Let’s do drugs and try to contact spirits” phase. She pulled him out of that and into another
form of mind control. She had recently met a Jehovah’s Witness, who invited them to join a Bible
study group to lead them away from the confusing world and toward the blissful opportunity of
eternal life on a paradise earth. That sounded pretty good to both of them.In 1983 they had
Naomi, and in 1986 they had me. After I was born, Annette started to pull away from the religion
and had relations with another man. Noah did the same (with a woman). They eventually
divorced, were “disfellowshipped”2 by the Witnesses, and later they reconciled. Noah insisted
that they try to be “reinstated” in the Truth, but Annette didn’t want to be. Noah was eventually
reinstated, but Annette never was. However, they got very close to being remarried; in fact, they
tried to get remarried twice, but Annette was against the religion and constantly flip-flopping
about their marriage. The last time they tried, they drove to Nevada in the night (with my sister
and me in the backseat) and made it all the way to the judge’s chambers with marriage license in
hand before Annette suddenly said she needed a cup of coffee and never came back. The judge
laughed at my dad and said he wasn’t going to be marrying them any time soon.So that’s
enough background on Noah the person; let’s move on to talking about Dad.Growing up, Naomi
and I would spend four days a month with our father at his home across the bay in Fremont.
“Dad Weekends” could be nice, but if our visit fell on a holiday, we were screwed. Jehovah’s
Witnesses don’t believe in celebrating holidays of any kind, including birthdays, because they
are pagan. They explain this by reciting a parable about John the Baptist, who was killed as a
birthday present to King Herod. Thus, all holidays are evil and sinful and pagan. Duh. The end.If
a “Dad Weekend” fell on something big, like one of our birthdays or Christmas, my mother would
do everything in her power to get him to switch. But honestly, I think that my dad still resented my
mother for breaking his heart and dragging him through her “nervous breakdowns” and
“emotional roller coasters.” Let’s all take a moment to have compassion for my father as a young
man. He really couldn’t handle how unstable my mother was. I’m sure it was traumatizing for him.
He once told me about seeing her on the bathroom floor stroking razor blades along her skin.
How could a man in his twenties be expected to deal with that? He simply couldn’t.But his two
daughters? Sure, they could handle it. After all, he was paying her child support.Dad had
remarried, and his new wife, Jenny, who was eleven years younger than him, was also a
Witness. They didn’t want to have any children together. Jenny was the antithesis of Annette: no



interest in anything outside of the known universe, impeccable cleaning habits, and very
practical about money. Jenny loved thrift stores and was just a very frugal person in general. She
really could make the most of a dollar, and their home looked like a page from a Pottery Barn
catalogue. Saving up for vacations was also something Jenny was always good at. Meanwhile,
my mom liked to come home with a $50 rock she’d found at a garage sale, but she would point
out that it could have potentially been a Native American artifact.3I don’t want to spend this
whole chapter unloading about my father, really. So I’m just going to share this list of things I
remember about Dad Weekends, so we can get through the bad and move on to the
good:* Arriving at his house and being told that we needed to bathe.* Being told not to steal the
hairbrushes.* Being told not to take the clothing in the drawers.* Being told not to take our
toothbrushes with us.* Being told we used too much toilet paper.* Overhearing Jenny question
my intelligence because I hadn’t known what a navel orange was. (In my defense, I’d had little
exposure to fresh fruit.)
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Wellsey, “A clear and comforting voice, a story of self discovery and love.. I finished this book in
6 hours. I couldn't put it down. When someone is singing the words to a song you thought only
you knew, you can't just walk away.Many reviews have said things about how this is not what you
would expect from the woman who brought us My Drunk Kitchen. That isn't how I feel at all. This
is just what I would expect. I know from experience. Happy, fun, amusing, inspiring people come
out of difficult places all the time. Many of the stories that Hannah tells in this book I could tell a
version of myself growing up with a mentally ill father. Hard situations, and less than ideal
upbringings don't define who we become, Hannah's story reminds us all of that. It is a hard won
lesson for many, including Hannah, and including myself.This book will inspire the cynic who
wants to bash "another YouTuber book" and will comfort the outcast who feels alone. It will make
you laugh, and cry and feel and maybe even deal with some of the baggage you've been holding
on to.It is an honest, fresh and beautiful tale of a life that has been perfectly imperfect and
someone who is still coming out the other side.If you liked Wild for it's honest tale of self
discovery and coming to terms with the life you've been given, odds are you will like Buffering for
the same.The audiobook, read by the author is fantastic, and I hope Hannah will consider
adding Audio Book Narrator to her long list of jobs, she truly has a knack for it.”

Nicole Putnam, “Not Just a Drunk Chef. This book was incredible. It made me laugh, it made me
cry, and it was like a comforting companion next to me on my nightstand for a couple of days. I
finished it in about 5 hours. I knew that Hannah was an amazing person who was striving for, not
just success, but purpose. I have been following her since the early days, so I knew all about her
Hello, Harto! tour and donated to that Indiegogo and kept up with it live. I was so excited when
her 50k goal was more than quadrupled...why? Because the world needs more Hannahs. Witty,
sensitive, empathetic activists. The next time someone tries to say millennials are slackers or
ungrateful or unwilling to do hard work, show them this book. Hannah started off cleaning toilets
as a maintenance manager and is now a wealthy, famous creator of multiple types of content.
She is also responsible for tons of volunteering thanks to her Have a Hart Day! annual events
(now there is even a membership card!)...not surprisingly, she says this is one of the things she
is most proud of, even more so than building a YouTube empire. Which did not happen by
accident, by the way - she was very calculated and stuck to her guns even as producers and
pitchers were trying to get her to sell, or just radically change, her idea.I hope you will read this
book and go on this journey with me. I know most Hartosexuals (that's what Hannah calls her
dedicated fans) will already have read this book, but I am hoping some people get to know her
backwards, reading this book first and then watching My Drunk Kitchen. Because she is a
fascinating person with a troubled, complex childhood first, and an adorable and entertaining
drunk chef second (or maybe even third).”



Ebook Library Reader, “Amazingly, Brutally Honest. The level of honesty shown in this book is
beyond commendable. From honesty about feelings of self worth to honesty about current
financial and social status, Hannah Hart lays everything out for the world to see. Understanding
this vulnerable side to a seemingly cool-calm-collected personality enables her fans to
understand her struggles, and connect with her on an even deeper level. Sense of humor stems
from hard times, and it is so refreshing to hear a personal, detailed account of a less than ideal
childhood. I hope that one day I have the courage to put my stories out there, and am so proud
of Hannah for reaching that point in her life. I was captivated through the first half, and cried
through the second half. This book changed me in ways I didn't know I could be changed. READ
IT.”

kelly, “A very inspiring story from a very remarkable person!. TUESDAY, JANUARY 17,
2017Book Review: Buffering: Unshared Tales of A Life Fully Loaded, by Hannah Hart.Release
Date: 18th October 2016.Publisher: Dey Street Books.Twitter: @hartoI have so many thoughts
and feelings after reading this book that I seriously don't know where to start. I legitimately feel
like I have so much positive energy and inspiration surging through my body because of it, that
it's almost too difficult to sit down and focus on my book review. I promise that's a good thing
though so stick with me on this!I can't actually recall the first time I started watching Hannah Hart
on YouTube, but since that particular day I have binged watched countless episodes of 'My
Drunk Kitchen,' as well as many of the other videos on her channel and I can safely say that
Hannah Hart is one of my favourite people. She simple has IT. I don't know what IT actually is but
whatever IT is, it's blooming marvelous. For all of you reading this who may not know who she is,
please head to her YouTube channel and watch some of her videos.Before I get into my
thoughts on 'Buffering,' I want to tell you a few of the things I love most about Hannah Hart and
her videos.1 - She's hilarious.2 - She incredibly intelligent.3 - There is always a meaning behind
a recipe she is making or a video she is filming.4 - She's honest.5 - The recipes don't turn out
perfect, it's all lighthearted and fun.6 - She's proactive and is always teaching her viewers about
something.7 - She's pretty awesome.I honestly don't think I can watch an episode of 'My Drunk
Kitchen' without taking something away from it, whether it be motivation to make a change,
empowerment in being myself or just a smile that goes a long way. It's a wonderful little place on
the internet.Now for 'Buffering: Unshared Tales of a Life Fully Loaded.' I'm not sure how to
describe this book. To me it isn't really an autobiography, as Hannah doesn't necessarily go from
A to B telling us all about every moment in her life in order, I felt it was more her telling specific
stories that were a big part of her life because they were the moments that she learnt from or
shaped who she is today. It's also not a rags to riches story and no matter how heartbreaking the
stories in it are, it's not a 'woe is me' tale to evoke sympathy and pity. Personally, I feet like it is
Hannah Hart doing what she does best; talking to us and sharing her feelings to make us think
and feel something too. In 'Buffering' she shares her own stories of heartbreak, neglect and love
and in doing so offers advice on how others in the same boat can go about healing or getting



help. She also teaches us the importance of learning to love who you are and accept who you
are first, before wanting others to love and accept you too.I'm not going to lie, I was pretty
shocked upon reading a lot of the stories in this book. It goes to show that you never really know
what people have gone, or are going through on a daily basis. It seriously broke my heart finding
out about how Hannah grew up, the obstacles she faced and things she dealt with, a lot of which
no Child should have to go though. But the thing I loved most about how Hannah told these
stories was that, they are just that, they are her stories. Never once does she sound like she's
complaining or acting like she had this terrible upbringing. She seems to state the facts and then
proceeds to tell you what she learnt and how she dealt with them in a very mature manner. I
found myself connecting to this little girl rather than thinking of grown up Hannah telling the story,
that's how powerful her words were. I could literally imagine her as a child going through all
these things and I couldn't help but feel a sort of protectiveness for that little girl. Then as she
tells more stories of her growing up, I had nothing but admiration for how open and honest she
was about her college years, sexuality and experiments with drugs. I find her such a remarkable
person for being able to share so much personal information in a way that you know it's because
she wants others to learn and grow and not feel so alone. Like I said before, as emotional and
heartbreaking a lot of the stories in 'Buffering' are, never once did it feel like Hannah was
oversharing or complaining. From start to finish, I felt like there were lessons to be learnt in
everything she wrote. Whether it be lessons like, taking the time to meditate and focus on
yourself, learning to love yourself and not to be so judgmental, or lessons like how to make
planes more comfortable and the faults in our Mental Healthcare systems. There is something to
take from every page.If you're a fan of Hannah Hart or even if you're not, 'Buffering: Unshared
Tales of a Life Fully Loaded,' is a compelling read, that you will want to finish it one sitting. I
highly recommend it to everyone”

Bdango, “Really touching. One of my favourite books, definitely. It was not what I expected. My
usual thought of a autobiography is "someone is getting older and wants to share their
experiences, wisdom, or just to 'immortalise' themselves". I've never read an autobiography of
someone who's only just 30. She has a lot to say, and her experiences up until now are really
moving.I'd watched Hannah's videos when I was living in Japan in 2011, and I was even more
surprised how many things we had in common by reading this book.I never would have
expected these experiences to be in the background of Hannah's life. Learning these things
through her stories helped me to really understand you never really 'know' someone just by their
interactions with you, or by watching them on TV, etc. People are really complex and so many
things make up who they are, and everyone has this secret side. Hannah is trying to share what
she's learned, but it doesn't come across as 'preaching'. It's kind of like you're friend who's
excited and wants to share something with you.I hope Hannah writes another book in another 10
or 20 or 30 years time about how her older years went and it'd be interesting to compare with
this earlier book.”



LKSN, “I read this book in one sitting and I have so much respect for how she has managed to
turn her troubles into this brilliant posi. I've been a massive fan of Hannah Hart for a couple of
years now. I read this book in one sitting and I have so much respect for how she has managed
to turn her troubles into this brilliant positivity to share with the rest of the world. Parts of this
book were heartbreaking to read. I just hate the idea of someone I admire so much going
through these things but then again that's what it took for her to become the person she is today.
Even if you don't know her work, it's well-written and accessible. I look forward to seeing what
else this amazing person accomplishes in life.”

mark nugent, “no 1 hartosexual :P. an excellent tail of troubles and how to unbecome all that is
getting your way. hats off to hannah, a youtube content provider ive always liked, for coming thru
her battles with mental health, coming to terms with her sexuality, self harm, coming to terms
with her own faulty strategies and flawed self care, her mother's illness and her battle to have her
mum looker after properly. humanised her and made me so proud too and helped me reframe
parts of my life and my mental health too.  keep on trucking ms hart. :D”

Jenny, “Simply Fantastic. This memoir is a thought-provoking and emotionally charged
perspective on many different and important issues that deserve the respect that Hannah Hart
has given them.As someone who rarely sheds a tear, to have been touched enough by this book
to have been brought to floods of tears was truly shocking, but it truly is a book that hits you in
the heart, in the best way and the worst”

Maz, “Great insight into Hannah's life and the struggle her and .... Great insight into Hannah's life
and the struggle her and her family have had with mental illness and the systems in place. Whilst
learning a lot about Hannah it also gives you a lot to think about and apply to your life. Great
book, definitely give it a read if you want a thought provoking story.”

The book by Hannah Hart has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 592 people have provided feedback.
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